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This paper define a newdefinition and develops a creative view for the study of 
model risk of derivatives pricing, based on the classical the no-arbitrage theory. We 
propose three approaches, through which model risk will make effect on the pricing 
and hedging of financial derivatives. and conduct numerical simulations next to test 
six given hypothesises. Then this paper studies the most important factor, jump risk, 
in model specification by proposing an alternative test on jump risk and jump risk 
premium and relating the result in the option market with that in stock market. In the 
empirical studies, we derive the option implied jump component from the delta hedge 
gain under the multivariate jump diffusion model in U.S. option market and the stock 
implied jump risk premium based on the Fama-MacBeth two-step method in China 
stock market. Some meaningful results are concluded as following: 
Firstly, the “hedging error”, which is defined as “the difference between the 
initial price and the cost of hedge for derivatives”, is a good measure of model risk. 
Secondly, from the perspective of hedging error, the effect of model risk can be 
realized through three ways: the model misspecification, the randomness of the model 
parameters and the risk sources that miss in model setting, especially the jump risk. 
Thirdly, the relatively simple approximated models and hedging strategies are found 
more robust given that the true model is unknown, especially when the economic is in 
an state with drastic variability. Fourthly, we also find that, the risk premium we 
extract from the price of derivatives relates with that we derive from the underlying 
stock prices using Fama-MacBeth two-step method. Fifthly, in the empirical research 
with U.S. index option data, jump risk and its premium are found significant and 
changing severely, even when some relevant factors are controlled, including the 
volatility risk, the model misspecification, the effeciency for information 
transformation, the time to maturities and moneyness for the option contracts. That is 













errors can be remarkable and not be avoid. Finally, in the Chinese stock market, the 
jump risk is not a systemic risk in the long run. However, in the short run, the effect of 
jump risk on the expected return of stock market is significant and time-variable and  
market volatility have predictability for this effect. Therefore, it is necessary to 
consider the effect of jump risk when the maket is in a severely volatile state and the 
market volatility can be used by the financial institutions to quantify this effect. 
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第 1 章 导论 
1 
第 1 章 导论 
1.1  研究主题与研究意义 
众所周知，在金融衍生品的定价和风险管理中，定价模型起着至关重要的作



















衍生品定价和分析系统中，迄今为止仍以 Black-Scholes-Merton 模型(Black and 




2 LTCM 事件的导火线是所使用的模型中未考虑国家信用风险因素。 




















)为主（以下简称 BSM 模型）。 
但并非没有研究者试图在模型风险的领域展开探索。最常见和最悠久的一个
发展方向是，不断根据历史数据中发现的市场特征对已有模型加以改进。随机波
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